Improvement prediction process prevent chronic diseases from environmental threat: Integration omics to decision process in quality of health
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Abstract

Health Surveillance evolves gradually by adopting an innovated model of detection, measurement, or prediction. Appreciation of disease is variable depending on diagnostic skills with detection platform and predictable outcomes. Due to the lack of precision tools and skills to predict signaling from environmental threat, human health is still struggling to build up a barrier due to challenging socio-economic factors that evaluate their sequelae differently based on disease status. Under the traditional infrastructure, it is determined that health management systems to prevent diseases by evaluating risk factors to different diseases, such as health behavioral assessments and risk define and validation steps, are developed on organs dependent on symptomatic progression or phenotypical change following up epidemiological assessment. By improving detection methodology in molecular aspects to predict pathogens and risk factor surrounding our environmental niche, health status could be managed by the development of a prediction science utilized molecular based concept and its application strategy like ways of transitional, translational and transformational to public health structure. In this study, we suggest that management skills and tools need to be renovated by integrating a categorized molecular-based detection system such as Omics strategy based on the targeting objective. In disease management under the architecture of public health, a harmful outcome can be predicted following algorism equipped with a processing module for handling big data on an individual, family, and community, and global health level. Disease pattern derived from a multilayer platform could be beneficial to predict vulnerability and sensitivity against environmental threats. Herein, we discuss the conventional method based on how environmental factors affect the health impedance or propensity of chronic diseases in the young (i.e., autism) and elder population (i.e., Alzheimer disease). There are substantial benefits to developing a prevention module to a community from big data collected from families or individuals. By examining this integrational challenge, the goal is to better approach global health burden locally and systematically, following risk consequences as a predictable pattern based on the process of regarding value evaluation step-wise, after molecular-based identification and validation.

Introduction

In spite of continuous efforts to explore disease prediction with innovative algorisms, the value of public health is still less evaluated, due to failure to detect disease infiltration to the community and the personal health impact of an environmental threat, or due to stress related to quality of health, which may affect the series of disease outbreak events due to unidentified risk factors or pathogen [1-4]. With regard to health management and surveillance between individual to population, it remains unclear how the environment influences genome encoding in human health. Currently, ways of prediction upon genetic disposition have developed to handle in various diseases, including mental disorder, developmental retardation, behavioral interruption, and metabolic alteration, which are investigated with post-determination strategy [5-7, 9]. The scope of the natural environment threat is inclusive of air, water, and soil, as well as all the physical, chemical, biological and...
social features of our surroundings [3, 5, 6, 8]. There are also elements of the social environment such as lifestyle factors and socioeconomic status which can have an indirect effect on a person's health. All of these environmental components interact in unique ways with the quality of life and can inevitably end up compromising one's health status like phenotypic outcomes, disease being one of them. Under the current frame of disease prevention in public health, this branch functions to create and maintain safe and healthy working environments by identifying and controlling potential risks arising from pre-existing workplace hazards. Depending on the type of work or industry atmosphere, these hazards may be chemical or physical in nature such as heavy metals or pollutants, or internal hormonal interruption as by-product emotional sequelae [6, 10].

Current challenges of environmental health are within the realm of public health issues that include polluted air and water, poor waste management systems, as well as hazardous materials/toxic substances management, drug abuse, and food safety. Unfortunately, the risks have the potential to lead to more serious effects such as varying types of chronic diseases, for example: Alzheimer disease, Parkinson disease, Huntington disease, autism, PTSD, and autoimmune diseases [11-17]. Herein lies yet another public health burden. Biological and chemical toxins, contaminants, and even physical hazards within the environment, whether natural or occupational have the potential to cause health risks. The impact for the public health is immense, protecting community health and global health from an environmental threat, even though infectious disease continues to be problematic in many countries. Chronic diseases including autism and neurodegenerative diseases are the leading cause of death, along with mental disability globally resulting from mitochondria dysfunction. Inclusive of other related diseases are non-communicable health conditions such as heart and respiratory disease, cancer, and diabetes to name a few [18-21]. In order to ensure the health of the population, the only resolve for public health practitioners are to ascertain ways to prevent and control these.

**Omics Predict the Disease Pattern by Targeting Molecules**

Similar to systemic biology strategy in drug discovery for medicine, Omics technologies are differentiated multi-layer platforms for detecting disease trend with new biomarkers discovery and provide validation tools by which prediction can be applied to study big data impact of biological molecules and its role of health sustainability. Even though the number of omics techniques is increasing gradually, there are five major developed omics technologies: include epigenomics, transcriptomics, genomics, proteomics, lipidomics, and metabolomics [9, 22-28]. Genomics is focused on genomes, proteomics is studied large sets of protein detection, metabolomics deals with large sets of small molecules, transcriptomics focused on detection of mRNA expression, and lastly epigenomes deals with the epigenetic regulation of DNA and of histone expression including microRNAs production. An aspect of environmental and occupational health, combined Omics terminology can be defined as the study of the interactions between the environment (exposome derived from exposure and genomics), individual (genetic) susceptibility (epigenome) and biological outcomes (interactome), while pattern interpretation and recognition due to alteration of the biological outcomes is known as molecular determinants in the disease, as well as the important (preclinical) intermediate endpoint [29-33].

The application of omics technologies is worthy to develop in occupational environmental health research and public health which has had few applications of these technologies. To visualize the effect of stress on human health, Lee et al have reported the proteomics profile against stress was reprogrammed using Omics, protein- basis detection method. In particular, integrated human studies following exposure to environmental risk factors attributed to abnormalities in normal physiological functioning or phenotypic alteration in biological processes including neural network can be measured by means of objective indicators known as biomarkers utilize multi-dimensional Omics strategy [34-36].

Similar to the concept like Gene-environment interactions, molecular interaction from the environment to organelle contribute to complex disease development. In the study conducted by Yu et al. indicates that low-level copper and prevalent environmental exposures alter protein expression utilizes proteomics which contributes greatly to disease in AD [28].

Systematic risk evaluation of the majority of human chemical exposures had not been conducted, and it is the goal of regulatory agencies in the U.S. and worldwide. Recently, there has been recognition that toxicological approaches are more predictive of effects in humans for risk assessment; for example, in vitro human cell line data, pre-embryonic data, as well as animal data, are being used to identify toxicity mechanisms that can be translated into biomarkers which are relevant to human exposure studies. In this regard, the approach for big data to be targeted organ-specific with sensitivity and selectivity should be considered and would be beneficial to predicting chronic disease, and the mapping strategies generated from the use of Omics will serve as effective risk assessment tools to study exposure of human populations to environmental and occupational health pathogens or toxicants and their potential health effects. It suggests that Omics technologies can provide valuable information such as generating biomarkers of exposure, early effect, and/or susceptibility, elucidating mechanisms of action underlying exposure-related disease, and detecting a response at low doses. In previous studies, low-level and prevalent environmental exposures like lead exposure may have contributed greatly to disease predisposition; there is a need now to develop high-resolution technologies combined with validation tools like imaging systems in order to assess exposures interface from the environment (or molecule) and individuals (or body) to further understand regulatory connectivity on a structural level to the functional level, which will help to develop a better understanding of environment-health interactions by applying interactome, metabolome, and cellomics underlying various chemical prone disease-oriented network in the autism and neurodegenerative disorder [37-41].

**Human Chronic Diseases Rooted from Mitochondria Impairment by Omics Application**


It has been documented that exposure to particulates is associated with morbidity and mortality risks from many diseases, chronic illnesses and even cancer [5]. In disease states, cells may be affected in ways that alter function. The mitochondria are special organelles located within cells that contain their own DNA. They are essentially the powerhouse of the cell by producing ATP as a driving fuel for the cell. Interestingly the mitochondria are the focal point for medical diseases and ailments due to their sensitivity to environmental insult. It was demonstrated their connections between mitochondrial dysfunction and alteration of molecular networks, such as Parkinson disease, Alzheimer disease, Friedreich’s ataxia, and autism [42-46].

Some of the occupational exposures to lead which may consider as a major threat to human health include mental intervention. Thus, lead is a pervasive public concern. Exposure to lead can occur in a variety ways, for example in the air, the soil, the water, through paint, glazed earthenware, lead piping, solder in food containers, automobile battery casings include welding and automobile radiator repair. The sensitive issue like lead-based paint still remains a major source of high-dose lead exposure for children in the United States [6].

In addition to ATP production, the mitochondria are also responsible for generating reactive oxygen species (ROS) which participate in cell signaling communications. They also regulate intracellular stores of calcium but if too much is absorbed the process can trigger apoptosis and prior studies have recognized that this occurrence in nerve cells may be contributory to Alzheimer disease [14]. Even though there is a growing body of evidence on the possibility of environmental causes having a role in the development of certain mitochondrial diseases, it is also known to be rooted in genetic causes in various organs which they are inherited from a few mutation of the parent chromosome in autism and Alzheimer disease [47, 48].

The combination of genetic predisposition and environmental exposure such as a chemical substance may create the right pathological circumstances for the development of the disease. For example, a specific mutation of mitochondria DNA combined with exposure to an aminoglycoside antibiotic increases the chances of deafness. Alcohol intake and smoking increase the likelihood and severity of vision loss in individuals afflicted with Leber hereditary optic neuropathy [49-52].

Mitochondria appear to be susceptible in a number of ways. Drug-induced toxicity of these vital cells can disrupt their electron transport chain and transport pathways, interfere with fatty acid oxidation, the citric acid cycle, as well as disturbing mitochondrial DNA replication and protein synthesis. It was found that the anti-cancer drug, adriamycin, acts by poisoning mitochondria resulting in ATP inhibition. This is because the drug has an affinity for cardiolipin which is found within the inner membrane of the mitochondria. [13] Pollutants or different carcinogens can readily accumulate in mitochondrial membranes due to its high lipid content as seen with adriamycin. This facilitates the deposition of lipophilic compounds like polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons and some alkylating agents. Toxic metals like mercury and lead have also been known to deposit in mitochondria as well [13].

In line with these, we also observed that low-level lead (Pb) exposure (0, 10 nM, 100 nM) insult mitochondria energy metabolism due to ROS production driven by oxidative stress using Flow cytometry on neuronal PC12 cells. In a cellular system, Lead mediated oxidative stress was determined by measuring ROS using quenching fluorescent dye DCF following Pb exposure for 4 hours in differentiated and undifferentiated PC12 cells along with H2O2 as the positive control. Mitochondria malfunction due to lead intoxication impaired anti-oxidant enzymes such as superoxide dismutase (Mn-SOD), glutathione S-transferase Mu 1 (GST-M1) and catalase. Furthermore, we determine the transcriptomic pattern of the gene interaction utilize PCR array system (Qiagen, CA). Our results indicate that several mitochondrial genes are affected by more than 10-fold up-regulation (i.e., Aifm2, edkn2a, Tspo, Impmp1, Sh3glb, stard3, etc) or 5-fold down-regulation (i.e., Hspd1, Slc25ac, Slc25a5) in the neuronal PC12 cells treated with a low dose of lead (10 nM). It suggests that low dosage of lead are harmful and insult neuronal cell death or promote cell apoptosis process which reflects mitochondrial dysfunction following oxidative stress (ROS) are associated with cellular defense and interrupt cells signaling cascade include alteration of regulatory molecule (peroxisome proliferator-activated receptors, PPARs), epigenetic modification (i.e., microRNA production), modification of receptors expression, and [Ca2+] reflux in the synaptic button (Kim et al., Unpublished data). It remains to be examined further the susceptible assessment to tissue level and functional defect in Animal model.

Omics Detect Environmental Intoxication Impact in Elderly Health Burden

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a progressive neurodegenerative disease which occurs widespread during the aging process due to development of Amyloid Beta (Aβ) plaques and neurofibrillary tangles in the cortex and hippocampus region. It brings about molecular interaction among macromolecules in the brain and among stressors from environmental risk, which may be evolving the impaire scavenger system to reflect oxidative stress rooted from the environmental niche. Their presences constraints the normal signaling properties and will subsequently lead to learning and memory deficits. It manifests itself in the form of progressive memory loss which follows by gradual strain accomplishing normal activities. Late-onset Alzheimer’s disease (LOAD) is the most common form of the AD which occurs at the age of 65 and above. Though the etiology of LOAD is multifarious which includes genetic factors, environmental risk factors also play an important role. In epidemiologic studies of adults, long-term Lead exposure has been linked with enhanced degeneration of cognition. Similarly, research in animal models proposed a causal relationship between Lead exposure even during early life and LOAD. According to previous studies, Lead exposure is a risk factor for increased hippocampal gliosis - an abnormality associated with LOAD development [7, 53-55].

It is important to note that AD is not a result of an abrupt event but in fact may begin in early life considering their lifestyle, environmental exposures, and genetic traits. On rodents model, a study reported that early life exposure of
rodents to Lead (Pb) heightened the expression of genes correlated with the AD, and boosted the burden of oxidative DNA damage in the aged brain [56, 57].

According to studies by the American Academy of Neurology (AAN), occupational Lead (Pb) exposure can considerably increase the risks of developing Alzheimer’s disease. Other researchers believe that those with high dose and/or greater level of exposure to lead are 3.4 times more likely to develop Alzheimer’s disease. Lead exposure is a substantial risk factor for enhanced deteriorations in human cognitive abilities [55]. In addition, numerous epidemiological studies have studied the impact of low dose lead exposure on children’s cognition and have proposed a dose-response association among lead exposure and learning disabilities [28, 58-62].

Omens Strategy to Disease Prediction in Health Management

The scientific field of diagnostics and treatment skills is advancing quickly. Applications of Omics strategies incorporate the scientific platforms of genomics, transcriptomics, proteomics, and metabolomics. Through these disciplines, biomedical disease research is more comprehensive and definitive in which case the most appropriate therapeutic targets can be identified and utilized for the best health outcomes. Currently, predictive skills and tools in the field of public health and disease management are solely handling with the phenotypic data include human behavioral factors and economic trends. It is time to consider a new format in the disease process by examining multidimensional factors including human genome alteration.

Utilizing metabolomics may provide metabolic profiles and signatures for toxicity, disease, and therapeutic efficacy. In this regard, mitochondrial disorders will greatly benefit from the prognostic and diagnostic capacity of metabolomics research in chronic diseases [63-66]. Those afflicted with mitochondrial disorders among children will serve to benefit from Omics strategies in development and maximization of targeted treatments. Ultimately, the multiple biochemical and molecular techniques offered by the field of Omics will prove to be advantageous for the biomedical and public health communities.

Future Perspective in Quality of Health Care

Omens-implemented health management, maintenance, and surveillance systems may to human diseases range from the prenatal stage to aging population including unmet outcome like infectious disease such a global health injustice. Moreover, the implemental process needs the input of accumulating big data from genetic and phenotypic traits as personal health to predict human health intervention against environmental threats including stress in human behavioral change as well as functional alteration in cognitive aspects. In addition, Health advocacy regarding provisional prediction in which disease predisposition would be coupled with the translation process in structure and functional change on the genomic level result in the transformational outcomes in disease status. The challenge to an integrated application of three elements after combined genomic to proteomics may predict in behavioral change on population health as outcomes of interactomics in which standardized prediction process may accelerate development of validation cycle of prediction to prevention in human disease using Omics methodologies. Also, the Omics platform enables exploring for best resolution such as visualize efficacy profile per treatment options which may contribute to leveraging health cost and reduce medical cost in public health. In the future public health, Omics assisted program and restructure of evaluation play a role in the process of disease management after adopting new trend of prediction such as molecular-based architecture like translational public health. Omics platform contribute low rate of disease occurs due to achieve certain level of health goals like early prevention and effective diagnosis by generating big data handling in the range from personal to community, and population utilize molecular-based step-wise surveillance and risk management tools (i.e., define, detection, determine in molecular approach vs. prediction, prevention, promote in human health approach) have the potential to improve the quality of health care and alleviate disease propagation as a burden of public health.
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